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Open Source Service Agent (OSSA) in the inte]hgence community's
Open Source Architecture
The Community Open Source Program Office (COSPO) has developed an architecture for the
intelligence community's new Open Source Information System (OSIS). The architecture is a
multi-phased program featuring connectivity, interoperability, and functionality. OSIS is based
on a distributed architectural concept. The system is designed tOfunction as a virtual entity. A
Limited Operational Capability (LOC) began in Julyi most of the services will be online in
September, 1994. OSIS will be a restricted (non-public), user-configured network employing
INTERNET communications. Privacy and authentication will be provided through firewall
protection. Initial intelligence community agencies on the OSIS network include: CIA, NSA,
DIA, COSPO, FBIS, NAIC, and NPC. This group will be expanded to several additional agencies
including the following: NMIC, NGIC, DMA, SOCOM JIC, ACOM JIC, DOE, FBI, State/INR,
and MCIA. Connection to OSIS can be made through any server on the INTERNET or through
dial-up modems provided the appropriate firewall authentication system is installed on the client.
Several agencies' OSIS nodes will contribute to OSIS functionality by providing databases and
services of common concern for the community. NAIC, as Executive Agent for the COSPO, will
prototype an overarching concept for LOC functionality. NAIC's design is generic and modular
so that some or all Capabilities can be duplicated as needed at Other OSIS nodes. OSSA is a
"Gateway to the World of Open Sources." It has four major components: 1) the Storefront, 2) the
National Databases, 3) the Analyst and Production Interface and 4) the Open Source
Requirements Processing System.
The Storefront provides the capability to locate, retrieve and share information. Catalogs such as
the Capabilities and Coverage Database (CCDB), Database Recommendation System (DBRS),
Gray Literature Online Catalog (GLOC), and Union or Distributed Catalogs provide the ability
for locating information. The DBRS will initially contain descriptive information on over 6000
electronic databases. It will provide a prioritized list of recommended electronic database sources
based on a user-defined query. The GLOC will provide descriptions and references to collections
of gray information. It will include pointers to federal government libraries and numerous other
commercial collections. The Union or Distributed Catalogs will use intelligence community
library automation software to provide locations and card catalog descriptions of the holdings of
all DoD intelligence production centers. The storefront also features a Tools Recommendation
System (TRS) which contains a database of descriptive information on commercial and
government tools used in the community for manipulating information. The initial database
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19950009519 2020-06-16T09:10:16+00:00Z
uinputs were developed by the Advanced Information Processing and Analysis Steering Group
(AIPASG). The TRS will provide prioritized recommendations on which tool might best be used
for a particular user specified task. = .....
The National Databases of common concern are online holdings or reference databases of the
intelligence community,_ These include massive databases such as the DIA sponsored C!RC
database at NAIC. CIRC contains over 10 mfiiion _ferenceSt-0 _cfifiic_ _d_litaryl_erature
(S&TI and GMI), 85% open source. CIRC services include weekly profiling of new accessions to
over 1300 government users and online database access to over 100 government organizations.
CIRC is part of a tri-service DIA program called DIISP (Defense Intelligence Information
Services Program) for which NAIC is the Executive Agent. DIISP services also include the
Foreign Science Library which contains the original document s for all the open source portions of
the CIRC database. In a cooperative effort with FBIS, NAIC has hosted a database of the JPRS
(Joint Publications Research Service) products an_d FBIS.DafiYReports. This database is full text
and online. NAIC is also hosting a new database, CONF, on world-wide technical conferences
and symposia. Information for the database is derived from INTERNET sources. NAIC will soon
host the full text of their translated documents and will host the TRAN database providing a DoD-
wide reference list of translated documents. All information services provided by NAIC are based
on a demand (pull) either through user specified profiling and/or°user access to online
information. Additionally, intelligent gateways prov!de access to numerous commercial, US
Government, INTERNET, and academic databases. -
The Analysis & Production Interface will provide online access to tools, data storage for analysis
and information on how to use them. The user will be able to either run the GOTS or download it
for local application but will only be able to run the COTS. The ability to use the OSSA software
and storage to run applications has particular appeal for smaller intelligence community agencies
who do not have the resources to afford a robust ADP infrastructure. This OSSA feature tends to
level the playing field for them.
The Open Source Requirements Processing System will help define and manage information
requests from the local libraries within the community, to the COSPO information needs process,
to the community's open source acquisition system. The Information Requirements Management
System (IRMS) will automate the submittal and tracking of analysts' substantive information
needs at the local agency library as they attempt to fulfill the requirement through local holdings,
community holdings, local acquisitions or community acqu!sitions. Similarly, the Software
Requirements Management System (SRMS) will automate the tracking Of analysts' tools needs as
attempts are made to share GOTS packages, create awareness of COTS packages or submit
requirements for new tools development. The Open So_ce Mo_du!e of the Collection
Requirements Management System (CRMS) tool interfaces with the IRMS to automate the _
agencies' collection requirements manager's requirements process for specifying and forwarding
information gaps tothe COSPO level and the n monitoring collector reporting for the requirements
satisfaction. It also automates the collection evaluation and feedback process.
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Upon completion of graduate studies at the University of Arizona in 1971, Bruce Fiene served as
an Air Force analyst at the National Air Intelligence Center (NAIC), at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base. Upon leaving the Air Force in 1976, he continued working at NAIC as a civilian physicist.
He specialized in reporting on developments in foreign laser weapon technology. In 1993 Mr
Fiene took a position in the Information Exploitation Division at NAIC to participate in open
source development activities. He is currently the Open Source Service Agent Program
Manager. Mr Fiene is the NAIC member of the STIC Open Source Subcommittee, for which he
is also the Executive Secretary. Mr Fiene is a member of the Advanced Information Processing
and Analysis Steering Group and the Interagency Gray Literature Working Group, for which he
also chairs the Collection Subgroup. In 1991, Mr Fiene became an Adjunct Professor for the
Joint Military Inte_ll_gence College teaching a class on the exploitation of open source information
in all-source analysis. Mr Fiene is a member of the American Association of Physics Teachers,
the American Society for Information Science, and the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association.
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